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The following presentation might 
contain a bit of legal jargon.   

 
Viewer discretion is advised.  

 
 

…I’m not a lawyer  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to start by saying thank you to the project organizers for inviting me to speak here today.  As Delia Chesworth can attest, I’ve been looking forward to this opportunity for some time now. This presentation is not about how to manage your projectsIt’s also not about how to manage your contractsInstead, its about how to sustain a culture of safety on your project safety And how to maintain strong documentation to reduce the possibility (or risk) of a safety-related incident from occurring on your project(NEXT SLIDE)
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Aim of Presentation 

Occupational Health & Safety in Relation to 
New Construction Projects 

 

– Safety Act and OHS Regulations 
– Safety culture   
– Principal contractor and OHS 
– GNWT as the principal contractor 
– Resources and support  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A 30-minute discussion will only scratch the surface of Occupational Health and Safety (which I will refer to with the acronym “OHS’) I’ll do my best to provide some advice on what you as a ‘project manager/ project officer’ (I might interchange these terms) require for OHS documentation within the planning and delivery stages of a new construction project and how we can provide you with support to maintain our government’s commitment to workplace safety Occupational Health and Safety is an extremely important component of planning and managing projects – in fact, its among the key building blocks required to create a strong foundation for your project What you need to know is how to create a safety culture so not only are you covered should a regrettable OHS-related incident occur but that your team is working to continuously improve to avoid time loss injuriesWhat I hope to share with you is know to substantiate your effort to fulfill our moral and legal responsibilities through documentation should a regrettable OHS-related incident occur (NEXT SLIDE)
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• In force since 2015 
• Based on the Internal 

Responsibility System (IRS) 
 

Safety Act  
and OHS Regulations   

“Everyone in the workplace – 
employers, supervisors, and employees 

– are responsible for safety in the 
workplace:  their own and their co-

workers.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here's the current Safety Act and Occupational Health and Safety Regulations that came into force in 2015  The principles of the Safety Act are based upon the Internal Responsibility System where everyone is responsible for safety in the workplaceThe system establishes responsibility sharing, promotes safety culture and best practices, helps develop self-reliance toward improved compliance with legislation It means we’re all responsible for workplace safety – we all have role to play to develop, communicate, and support a culture of workplace safety(NEXT SLIDE)
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Commitment to Safety 

Safety Act 
(21 pages) 

OHS Regulations  
(457 pages) 

• Creating a positive culture for 
safety helps workers to 
understand and follow good safety 
habits 

• Thinking safety and acting 
accordingly has been effective for 
many years 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Here’s a different view of the Act and regulations)You may surmise by it thickness that the OHS Regulations are far-reachingThe regulations don’t tell you how to wash the dishes…..but it certainly includes a section describing the facilities and services that have to be available in order to wash the dishesMost importantly, these regulations provide us with very specific requirements around workplace safety for a broad range of scenarios from working in confined spaces, to working at heights, working with hazardous products, scaffolds, trenches…and more scenarios that you’ll find described within the document’s 457 pagesHere’s a fun fact:  a copy of the Act and regulations must be available and easily accessible to employees at all worksites The Act and regulations that we refer to for guidance regarding workplace safety is a couple of years oldBut, the very concept of workplace safety laws have been in existence for thousands of yearsMore details on that comment later in the presentation(NEXT SLIDE)
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Principal Contractors 

• Safety Act requires one employer  to hold overall 
responsibility for worksite occupational health and safety  

• GNWT contract terms entrust OHS to the principal 
contractors, for the purposes of workplace safety legislation 
and regulations  

Safety Act; Section 2:  Coordination of Employees  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s assume we’re delivering a new construction project that requires our main contractor to engage numerous professions, occupations, and skilled and unskilled labour  The Safety Act requires one employer to hold overall responsibility for worksite occupational health and safety where multiple contractors and subcontractors are engaged or where a site is occupied by staffTypically, a general contractor that’s been designated as the ‘principal (prime) contractor’ understands being responsible for their own subcontractors In fact, the general terms of a GNWT spell out the responsibilities for OHS on that job site(NEXT SLIDE)
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Principal Contractor 
Designation 

“The Contractor is designated as the Principal 
Contractor for the purposes of the Safety Act, the 
General Safety Regulations, and the Occupational 

Health and Safety Regulations” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s what some of that terminology looks like in a government contract In addition, the safety requirements of all GNWT contracts require any prospective contractor or subcontractor to meet the minimum standards under the Safety Act and RegulationsWhat we must require (for increased certainty and the least risk) is for contractors to exceed at meeting safety standards, rather than just meeting the minimum (NEXT SLIDE)
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Principal Contractor 
Responsibilities 

“As Principal Contractor, the Contractor must 
• Ensure the activities of employees, workers and other persons at the site of 

the Work relating to occupational health, occupational safety, and 
accident prevention are coordinated; 

• Ensure that all necessary notifications are given as and when appropriate; 
and 

• Do everything it is reasonably practicable to establish and maintain a 
system that will ensure compliance with the above referenced enactments 
and all other applicable workplace safety legislation and regulations that 
are or become applicable during the performance of the Work.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This contract terminology obligates the principal contractor to:provide first aid services, equipment, and supplies at the work siteerect or install equipment (by or on behalf of the principal contractor complies with requirements of the OHS Regulations as if the principal contractor) was the employeridentify existing or potential hazards to any employer on a work site that may affect that employer’s workersresponsible to investigate incidents that result in serious injuryand manage all controlled products that come onto the construction site Look for continuous improvementAnd be proactive (NEXT SLIDE)
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“…systematically pursue, achieve, 
and maintain increasingly higher 
levels of company and individual 
competence.” 

High Performing Contractor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ideally, what we ought to be seeking are those ‘high performing contractors’ who will maintain or out-perform their company’s own level of competence with respect to Occupational Health and Safety (NEXT SLIDE)
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Principal Contractor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on that terminology, it appears that the principal contractor is responsible for the overall coordination of all Occupational Health and Safety issues on a construction siteHowever, designating a principal contractor does not mean that you, as the project manager, can walk away from safety obligations(NEXT SLIDE)
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Principal Contractor 

• Designating a principal contractor does 
NOT discharge the GNWT of 
responsibility 

• Plan for workplace safety through 
contract administration, management, 
and monitoring  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That ‘designation’ is not a free passNumerous rulings made against several government departments in recent times to confirm that realityInstead, there’s a great deal of safety planning that involves the owner that must take place before a construction project commences in order to be at our prepared best with respect to workplace safetyWe are obligated to be certain the contractor is capable of upholding our government’s commitment to safetyThe GNWT remains responsible to make certain that workplace safety is planned for and included in the contract and that efforts are made to continuously raise the barThe goal is to reflect our government’s commitment to workplace safetyThe project officer must be able to confirm that a safety plan is in effect, is being followed through all phases of the contract and that it is documentedSo…..where do you start???�(NEXT SLIDE)
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Contract Administration  

• Include a requirement for  a Project-specific 
Safety Plan in the instruction to bidders 

– In addition to the company safety plan 
• Project Safety Plan must include clear, specific 

health and safety requirements  
• Alleviates any future challenges 
• Establishes the framework for the contractor 

to deliver services according to safety 
standards 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Creating the safety culture begins in the project planning phaseOne of the best ways to maintain continuity on a project is to include clear, specific health and safety objectives within the contract documents – at the outsetSuch a requirement will alleviate future challenges since you’re planning for safety up frontAnd will allow the contractor to deliver services according to safety standards(NEXT SLIDE)
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Project Safety Planning 

Plan for safety right from the start 
• Confirms that projects are planned and conducted as 

safely as possible 
• A Project Safety Plan considers and addresses 

hazards for all major steps within a project  and is 
reviewed with all involved workers 

• Identify precautions the contractor will take to 
control those hazards 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you hire contractors, they must also complete detailed Project Safety Plans something that can be reviewed during the pre-construction meetings A contractor is the expert hired to conduct the work, and they must prove to the project owner they have considered safety in all aspects and steps of the project Prior to the start of a project, the contractor reviews the Project Safety Plan with all workers involved in the project, and ensure that its posted at the work siteProject managers are responsible to review the plan such that itclearly outline safety obligationsclearly specify the authority, responsibilities, and obligations for managing onsite safety, monitoring safety performance, and responding to safety violationsProvides an overview of the practices usedThey oversee that services are delivered according to the Act and OHS RegulationsReduces safety risk by identifying and correcting any unsafe practices and continuously makes improvement'sWhen any change occurs to the scope of work, the Project Safety Plan has to be adjusted accordingly (NEXT SLIDE)	
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Project Safety Planning 

 
        

 
 

• Not a vague, generic document 
downloaded from the Internet 

• Instead, a detailed, site-specific, project-
specific written plan that describes the 
management processes that will be used 
to prevent accidents from occurring on a 
specific construction project 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using the project safety planning process will allow projects to be planned with a framework to monitor safety and for work to proceed as safely as possible. The project safety planning process focuses on: Project Risk Assessments of activities at every phase of the projectA solid Project Safety Plan will allow the principal contractor to answer the following questions:  Who is on the site at all timesWhat are the specific jobs/ workWhat hazards relate to those specific jobs/ workAre first aid and emergency response plans available Are the MSDS sheets available for all controlled productsAre training certificates available for special jobsFall arrest, scaffolds, confined spaces, transportation of dangerous goods Are employees using the correct PPEIs the equipment being inspected on a daily/ shift basisIs the contractor conducting safety meetings Is the contractor participating in hazard assessments(NEXT SLIDE)
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Project Manager & OHS  

One individual should be formally identified as having 
these duties and is aware of their responsibilities 
 
• Discuss contract specific safety requirements at pre-

construction meetings  
• Confirms a Project Safety Plan is a complete living 

document 
• Conducts progress review meetings with the contractor 

– review safety observations and incidents of the contractor 
and subcontractors 

– keep records of the meeting minutes 
– identify corrective action taken and noting who is 

responsible 
– Identify opportunities for continuous improvement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project manager’s responsibilities: Conducts Pre-Construction Meetings with the contractor representatives to discuss contract- specific safety requirements. Confirms contractors complete detailed Project Safety Plans for High and Medium-Risk Projects.Confirms contractors review and update Project Safety Plans every 180 calendar days of a project and for any major scope changes. Confirms all contractor and subcontractor workers receive Company Safety and Site Orientations prior to any work starting. This includes review of the safety expectations and requirements specific to the site and project(NEXT SLIDE)
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Pre-construction Meeting 

• Identify known hazards 
• Hazard Inventory & Control 
• Site-specific safety plan  
• Confirm assignment of safety 

responsibilities  
• Employee Safety Orientation  
• Inspections 
• Accident/Incident 

Investigation/Reporting 

• Documentation (including): 
– Safety Orientation 
– Daily Tool Box Talks 

• Weekly Safety Meetings 
• Hazardous Materials 
• Emergency Preparedness 
• OHS representatives 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Safety should be reviewed at the pre-construction meeting and at subsequent meetings The pre-construction meeting is an opportunity to highlight the project’s safety requirements and to reinforce that a site-specific plan is required – in addition to the binder a contractor might present detailing a company safety planIt should identify designated Safety Representative It should plan for daily tool box meetingsInclude enforcement processes and procedures and opportunities for improvement The site-specific plan must identify all hazards not yet controlled and define a system for controlling hazards(NEXT SLIDE)
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Contract Duration Activities 

OHS activities to be undertaken while work is 
underway:   

• Tool box talks  
• Safety meetings  
• Employee safety orientation  
• Incident response and reporting  
• Emergency information/ management 
• Site management 
• WSCC communications and reporting 
• Opportunities for improvement  
• Document, document, document  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(NEXT SLIDE)
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Employee Safety Orientation 

• Delivered to all employees  
• Formal training (more than a “toolbox talk”) 
• Aim is for all employees to know and 

understand the  
– safety hazards 
– the safety system 
– their safety responsibilities  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contractor must have an employee safety orientation program(NEXT SLIDE)
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Toolbox Meetings 

• A short regular discussion explaining 
what is being done and what safety 
measures will be used to perform that 
work; also called ‘toolbox meetings’  

• A well-informed workforce are the 
“eyes and ears” of a safety system 

• Opportunity for workers to make 
suggestions for improvement 

• Document the discussion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also referred to as ‘tailgate meetings’ Toolbox meetings are a forum for advising workers of all possible hazards and risks associated with the jobGoal is to prevent workplace incidents by discussing safety issues, best practices, safe work proceduresA Toolbox Meeting is a short, documented discussion of the work to be done, the hazards present, and the safety measures in place to control risk. Document these meetings using a Toolbox Meeting form Create a paper trail; no documentation means there’s no confirmation that the meeting actually happened Hold Toolbox  Meetings for all jobs prior to work commencingImmediately hold a new, documented, Toolbox Meeting with all workers when work procedures change, conditions change, or when additional workers arrive to conduct workDocumentationfiled for a period of two yearskept on the project fileattached to all surrendered permits(NEXT SLIDE)
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Contractor Monitoring 

Project Manager is responsible for 
• Mandatory project monitoring 

• For all contracted work, managers  must regularly 
monitor contractors to confirm they are operating 
within the GNWTs safety standards 

• Work site inspections  

• Effective monitoring identifies and corrects unsafe 
practices, looks for improvement opportunities, 
and is the project managers main responsibility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project monitoring is mandatory for all work sitesThis is accomplished by regularly visiting the work sites to observe and request documentation that demonstrates specialized equipment inspection and maintenance records are current and onsiteReview the quality of contractor-conducted Safety and Site OrientationsReview the frequency and quality of contractor and subcontractor safety meetingsReview the frequency and quality of contractor and subcontractor Toolbox Meetings.The project manager should immediately notify the contractor of any safety violations they’ve observed and then monitor the corrective actionsIn addition, the project manager should monitor the company’s responses to inspection reports or written orders the contractor receives from regulators (e.g., the WSCC, Environment & Natural Resources, Aboriginal Affairs & Northern Development Canada, and Department of Fisheries & Oceans etc.) (NEXT SLIDE)
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 Contract Monitoring 

Regular site visits: 
• Take notes 
• Inspect -  Look for: 

– Site management 
– Unsafe conditions 
– First Aid  
– WHMIS information 
– PPE 

• Ask about: 
– Accidents/incidents 
– WSCC visits or communications 
– OHS Representative 
– Proactive reporting 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project managers worksite inspections Completed by project managersA work site inspection is used to determine how well a project is meeting safety practices and procedures Work site inspections help confirm all work is occurring safely as plannedDocument these inspections; document, document, document(NEXT SLIDE)
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Contract Wrap-up 

Project Manager: 
• Completes and submits Contractor Post-

Work Evaluation forms for review, and 
retains copies in the project file 

• Conducts Contractor Post-Work Evaluation 
meetings with contractors to review their 
safety performance during projects, 
including safety observations and 
workplace incidents 

• Record all meetings  
• Retain the records for at least 2 years 
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Active GNWT Worksites  

• Projects where contractors are working 
in active GNWT worksites (office 
buildings)  

• GNWT retains principal contractor 
responsibilities 

• Department that holds the contract is 
responsible for contract safety 
management   
– Including delivering and documenting 

safety orientation 
• Advise department employees of any 

hazards relating to the project   
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The GNWT retains the role of “principal contractor” for those projects where contractors are working in active government worksites – office buildings In such a scenario, the project manager is responsible for contractor safety managementPrior to work commencing (before mobilization and site set-up activities) the contractor must participate in (and document) a Contractor Safety Orientation delivered by the project managerSite Orientations  - site specific procedures i.e. emergency exits, location of washrooms, MSDS book, first aid kit, first aid respondersProject manager is responsible to advise employees at that workplace of any hazards relating to the project(NEXT SLIDE)
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Support and Resources  

 
GNWT employees:  https://my.hr.gov.nt.ca/health-safety   
 
   
http://www.wscc.nt.ca/health-safety/ohs-information/reporting-requirements/forms  
 
http://www.wscc.nt.ca/health-safety/ohs-information/safety-program-toolbox 
 
                                               
                                              http://www.ccohs.ca/  
 
 
Safety Act and OHS Regulations:   
https://www.justice.gov.nt.ca/en/legislation/#gn-filebrowse-0:/s/  
 
 

Patricia Russell 
867-767-9084 ext. 31076 

Infrastructure_ohs@gov.nt.ca 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll begin wrapping this up by letting you know that my role is to provide you with the support necessary to be at your prepared best with respect to Occupational Health and Safety in managing projectsAt first glance, the subject matter may appear daunting – I can help you navigate through the relevant sections of the OHS Regulations and the Act or with other matters that may come upThe links on this slide will provide you with access to templates of various forms used to document safety – the forms and templates exist and are available to GNWT employees through Human ResourcesComing soon to DIIMS:  employees will be able to download standardized department forms Another option available to everyone, form templates are available to all from the WSCC or the Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and SafetyOr….just Google it. 
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Conclusion 

Safety:  The control of 
recognized hazards to attain 

an acceptable level of risk 

 
The safety culture of an organization is the product of individual and 
group values, attitudes, perceptions, competencies, and patterns of 

behavior that determine the commitment to, the style, and 
proficiency of an organization’s health and safety management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The safety of workers is a critical priority for employers, often taking precedence over production and qualityCreating a positive culture for safety helps workers to understand and follow good safety habits.Thinking safety and acting accordingly has been effective for many years and the results are significantly different from the early years of industrial developments(NEXT SLIDE)
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Historical Perspective  

one of the oldest deciphered writings of 
significant length in the world 

Code of Hammurabi – world’s earliest written codes of law established responsibility in  
the ancient Babylonian construction industry  

229  “If a builder builds a house 
for a man and does not make its 
construction firm, and the house 
which he has built collapses and 
causes the death of the owner of 
the house, that builder shall be 
slain.”  
 

King Hammurabi of Babylon  
1810 B.C. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These safety concepts are not new at allThe Code of Hammurabi written 38-hundred years ago is one of the oldest deciphered writings of significant length in the world It’s the world’s oldest known version of safety laws inscribed onto 12 stones The laws identify safe work procedures have been used for thousands of years to prevent workplace accidents and injuries#299 is very specific about responsible parties Penalties under the Safety Act and OHS Regulations are significant  - though with lesser severity compared to ancient timesYou’re probably already familiar with at least one of Hummarubi’s laws:  the most common one is, “An eye for eye, tooth for tooth." (NEXT SLIDE)
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Thank  
you  
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